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Editorial

Stop The Pedocide of Chernozem in Ukraine - Suicide of Humanity !!!
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If Moses had known what would happen to the soil of the Promised Land, they would have had the eleven commandments of God

today, and that 11th would have read: MAN, KEEP THE SOIL!

Lowdermilk 1953… conclusion of the study of the soil of the Holy Land.

We are what we eat… from the soil through the plant and man flows a continuous series of substances. We are Spirit-filled, moist

soil package.

F. Hole 1987 - University of Maryland - Good Soul and poet among soil scientists!

The sedentary way of life and culture (from the Latin culter – part of the plow) arose about 8,000 BC from the dark (seed of Good

sprouting in the darkness of Hades) deposits of the Nile (Arabic khem alchemy, chemistry), Euphrates, Tigris, Indus, Ganges and Yangtze ... After the “childhood” and “youth” of Homo sapiens in almost arcadian conditions along rivers full of fish, and forests full of wild-

life after filling the areas along river valleys, the conditions for “maturation” and “mature age” our great-ancestor finds ondark soils,
formed on aeolian (wind) deposits - loess and fine sand - Chernozem (Chernozjom,
Mollisol).

 مزونري, chernozem, Phaeozem, Schwarzerde,

The consummate Gift of Nature / Creator, humus-rich, dark (like Hades of Queen Persephone), the steppe soil chernozem becomes

permanent stronghold of the survival and progress of Homo sapiens. It should be declared a transgenerational, ever after heritage of
Humanity under the supervision of FAO OUN!

One of authors of this text (F. Bašić), childhood and youth lives on Chernozem in Ilok / Vukovar, 51st year of activity in science and

education (life sciences), as a witness of aggression on Croatia deeply etched in the memory of life the manuscript of the destruction
of Croatian chernozem, and recognizes it in the manuscript that today writes the history of Ukraine and draws a geopolitical atlas of
the world.

Personally (F. Bašić), I am a friend of the Russian people, music, art, poetry, a follower of the genius Russian founder of soil science

V.V. Dokuchaev, however, life experience in solil destroying (defensive trenches and embankments, bombing, blasting, contamination
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by heavy metals, PAH, Cd, Pb, radionucleides) call for an energetic voice against the current war in Ukraine. I point out the consequences of the pedocide of the global granary of Chernozem soil type, which jeopardize global food security.

In his monograph Ruskii Chernozem, based on the results of research on that soil of Ukraine, V.V.Dokuchaev; followed by KD Glinka

and Curtis, F. Marbut (who learned Russian at a late age to understand Dokuchaev’s original thoughts), Schatz (Russian descent), H.

Jenny, Mitscherlich, Kubienand many Russians, such as Kovda, Kononova, Lebedeva and numerous other famous Russians, emphasizes
the key role of chernozem. Without chernozem yields, the current population in its currentnumbers cannot achieve global food security and survival of the civilization as we know it!

Taking into account the current war events in Ukraine, we expect economic tomorrows facing a green economy - branches of the

economy based on photosynthesis, which means agriculture with proper food processing, forestry with a suitable wood processing in-

dustry. Or: social, economic, environmental and climate (CO2 neutral) sustainable development, based on the “fruits of photosynthesis”
with an abundant source of oxygen from the process of photosynthesis!

Based on the reasoned arguments, in the name of humanity, we take the liberty of warning:

STOP THE PEDOCIDE OF CHERNOZEM IN UKRAINE !!!

REMEMBER YOUR HUMANITY AND FORGET EVERYTHING ELSE!
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